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Abstract. Basing upon multi-agent systems, we show that an explicit
representation of accountabilities and responsibility assumptions gives
the right abstractions for properly specifying who should provide feedback to whom, about the execution of its duties, both at the level of
design and at the level of programming. For the latter, we explain a programming pattern for developing accountable agents, and illustrate the
approach in JaCaMo. The paper takes into account business processes as
a motivating scenario.
Keywords: Accountability · Responsibility · BPMN · JaCaMo.

1

Introduction

Multiagent Systems (MAS), and in particular MAS organizations (MAO), are
an approach to the design and development of complex, distributed software.
In this respect, they are promising candidates to supply the right abstractions
for developing business processes. In fact, a business process (BP) is “a set of
activities that are performed in coordination in an organizational and technical
environment. These activities jointly realize a business goal.” [32]. In general, a
business goal is achieved by breaking it up into sub-goals, which are distributed
to a number of actors. Each actor carries out part of the process and depends
on the collaboration of others to perform its task.
In order to provide the right support to BPs, however, MAOs are still lacking
a systematic way to properly handle feedback of the execution, provided in terms
of good or bad functioning. Feedback will generally be of interest to (and should
be handled by) an agent which is not the one that produces it. Therefore, an
appropriate “infrastructure” needs to be devised. In [2] a proposal was made to
introduce accountabilities and responsibility relationships inside a MAO. Building upon that work, here we explain how such concepts can be used as tools to
systematize and guide the design and development of the agents. We also present
a programming pattern, providing an exemplification in JaCaMo MAOs [8], as a
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Fig. 1. The incident management BPMN diagram.

practical way to implement the feedback loop. This paper discusses some results
that have been published in [3] at AAMAS 2019, as extended abstract3 .
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 broadly introduces the concepts
of accountability and responsibility as tools for engineering agents in MAOs to
effectively realize BPs. To illustrate, we rely on the OMG Incident Management
process, as a practical use case. Section 3 presents the actual programming pat3

The same results have been presented in more detail, as a full paper, at the 7th International Workshop on Engineering Multi-Agent Systems (EMAS 2019), co-located
with AAMAS 2019. The paper also won the Best Paper Award.
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tern to develop accountable agents. In Section 4 we show how the pattern can
be applied, in the scope of the JaCaMo framework, to the Incident Management
scenario. Conclusions end the paper.

2

Responsibility and Accountability as Engineering
Concepts

Figure 1 shows OMG’s Incident Management BP [25] that we use as running
example to exemplify interaction issues rising when feedback produced by an
actor should be reported to the most appropriate one. The process models the
interaction between a customer and a company for the management of a problem
reported by the customer to a Key Account Manager, who, on the basis of her
experience, can either solve the problem directly, or ask for the intervention of
first-level support. The problem is, then, recursively treated at different support
levels until, in the worst case, it is reported to the software developer. Thus,
the business aim of the process (to solve the reported problem) will generally
be decomposed and may be distributed over up to five BPMN processes, whose
execution requires interaction and coordination. Noticeably, as usual with BPs,
the way in which goals are achieved matters: agents are expected not only to
fulfill their assigned goals, but also to respect the BP – the “goal” is that the
process takes place [1].
One common limitation of the kind of modularity implemented both by BPs
and by MAOs is that the overall process structure of the goal is intended mainly
as a way for constraining the agents’ autonomy, and not as information provided
to support the agents in their work: agents are expected merely to focus on the
achievement of the assigned sub-goals. In this way, however, the agents loose
sight of the overall process and ignore the place their achievement has within
the organization. The relationship between each level of support and the following one, in the example, is emblematic: when a request of support is made, an
answer containing some kind of feedback on the realization of this support is expected in order to proceed. However, since processes are independent, one cannot
give for granted that another will answer. It follows that when a process does
not answer, the waiting one may get stuck indefinitely. Similarly, MAOs (e.g.,
[11, 14]) allow a designer to structure the functional decomposition of complex,
organizational goals, and the assignment of subgoals to agents. The coordinated
execution of subgoals is often supported by a normative specification, by which
the organization issues obligations towards the agents, e.g., [13, 17, 12, 8]. However, agents may operate in ways that do not fit into the process specification
and, importantly, when agents fail, the organization has no a systematic mechanism for sorting out the abnormal conditions, i.e., for a redress.
This is where accountability [18, 19, 10, 4, 5, 7, 6] and responsibility [29, 31,
33, 6] come in handy. Accountability “emerges as a primary characteristic of
governance where there is a sense of agreement and certainty about the legitimacy of expectations between the community members.” [15]. In particular,
accountability implies that some actors have the right to hold other actors to
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a set of standards, to judge whether they have fulfilled their responsibilities in
light of these standards, and to impose sanctions if they determine that these
responsibilities have not been met [19]. It presupposes a relationship between
power-wielders and those holding them accountable, where there is a general
recognition of the legitimacy of (1) the operative standards for accountability
and (2) the authority of the parties to the relationship (one to exercise particular
powers and the other to hold them to account).
Concerning responsibility, [31] proposes an ontology relating six different responsibility concepts (capacity, causal, role, outcome, virtue, and liability), that
capture: doing the right thing, having duties, an outcome being ascribable to
someone, a condition that produced something, the capacity to understand and
decide what to do, something being legally attributable. In the context of Information Systems, the meta-model ReMMO [16] represents responsibility as a
unique charge assigned to an agent. This perspective emerges also in the literature cited above, where most of the authors acknowledge that responsibility aims
at conferring one or more obligation(s) to an actor (the responsibility owner). In
this light, accountability is grounded on perceived/assumed responsibility, deriving from recognition of the claim-right to hold the responsible for a task to
account for that very same task.
BPs represent an agreed behavior, introduce expectations on the behavior
of the interacting parties, and require some kind of governance in order for the
process to be enacted, but the accountability results hidden into some kind of collective responsibility (“many hands problem” [23]). As a consequence, the system
is fragile to unexpected situations. When, instead, accountability relationships
are expressed explicitly, they enable the reporting of unwanted conditions (i.e.,
account, feedback) to the most apt agent to handle them.

3

Engineering MAOs with Accountability/Responsibility

We refer to a setting where the organizational goal is functionally decomposed
and the resulting sub-goals are assigned to agents. Since MAOs often rely on
norms in order to orchestrate the executions of their agents, we imagine obligations, that are issued by the organization, to be the means through which
the coordinated execution of the agents is regulated. Agents, of course, are autonomous and their fulfillment of the obligations cannot be given for granted.
Following [2], we denote by R(x, q) and A(x, y, r, u) responsibility and accountability relationships. R(x, q) expresses an expectation on any agent playing
role x on pursuing condition q (x is entitled and should have the capabilities of
bringing about q); A(x, y, r, u) expresses that x, the account-giver (a-giver), is
accountable towards y, the account-taker (a-taker), for the condition u when the
condition r (context) holds4 . We see u in the context of r as the agreed standard
which brings about expectations inside the organization. The proposal in [2]
4

We rely upon precedence logic [28], an event-based linear temporal logic, which deals
with occurrences of events along runs. Event occurrences are assumed to be nonrepeating and persistent. The logic has three primary operators: ‘∨’ (choice), ‘∧’
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suggests to complement the functional decomposition of the organizational goal
with a set of accountability and responsibility specifications. A set of accountability relationships is denoted as A, and is called an accountability specification.
The organization designer will generally specify a set of alternative legitimate
accountability specifications which is denoted by A. Given a set of accountability
specifications A, and a set of responsibility assumptions R (responsibility distribution), the organization is properly specified when the accountability fitting
“R fits A” (denoted by R
A) holds [2].
We now discuss one possible use of these concepts at design time for realizing
accountable agents, that is, agents that provide an account of their conduct both
when they succeed in achieving their goals, and when, for some reason, they fail
in the attempt. Since accountabilities and responsibilities imply some obligations
[19], we can realize them in JaCaMo by relying on the deontic primitives that such
framework provides: the fitting relationship represented by each pair hR(x, q),
A(x, y, r, u)i in Rx
Ax (fitting projection), can be mapped into a number of
Jason plans of the agent playing role x by way of the following pattern, expressed
in AgentSpeak(ER) [27]:
+!be accountable(x, y, q) <: drop fitting(x, y, q) {
// Well-Doing e-plan
+obligation(x, q) : r ∧ c <- bodyq .
// Wrong-Doing e-plan
+oblUnfulfilled(x, q) : r ∧ c0 <- bodyf .
}
It is requested that the following conditions hold: 1) bodyq satisfies the fittingadherence condition (below); 2) bodyf includes sending an explanation for the
failure from x to y. The two e-plans encode the proactive behavior of an agent assuming a responsibility. Until the responsibility is not dropped, the agent starts
reacting to obligations in accordance to the accountability specified in the fitting. The agent will perceive, through the identity that is provided by the organizational role it plays, certain events as events it should tackle through some
behavior of its own, but it will also be aware of its social position both (1) by
knowing some other agent will have the right, under certain conditions, to ask for
an account and (2) by including specific behavior for building such an account.
Well-doing e-plan – It is triggered when the specified obligation is issued by
the MAO. The context r ∧ c is satisfied when condition r (activating the agent
accountability) holds together with some (possibly empty) local condition c that
allows choosing among alternative plans, i.e., multiple ways to achieve a same
result in different (local) circumstances. bodyq must be such to satisfy a fittingadherence condition, that is, given the responsibility assumption represented by
the pair hR(x, q), A(x, y, r, u)i, there must exist an execution of bodyq that, restricted to the events that are relevant for the progression of u, is an actualization
(concurrence), and ‘·’ (before). The before operator allows constraining the order in
which two events must occur.
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of the responsibility q (see [2]). Intuitively, q is actually used for fulfilling the
obligation. In this case, in certain applications the obligation to give an account
for the satisfaction of the obligation may be implicitly resolved by satisfying the
very same obligation. It is interesting to note that the accountability fitting is
not only a functional specification of the organization, but it also specifies the
“good” behavior of the agents. It is in fact this characteristic that justifies our
programming pattern, that enriches the standard JaCaMo.
Wrong-doing e-plan – It allows the agent to provide an account when it did not
complete its task. The triggering event, oblUnfulfilled, is generated by the MAO
when an obligation is left unsatisfied. The context has the same structure as
above; bodyf produces an account of the failure. This will be an explanation that
the agent produces and that some other agent will use to manage the exception
and to resume the execution. The correct use of the pattern guarantees, by
design, that exceptional events, when occurring, are reported to the agents who
can handle them properly. Accountability fulfills this purpose because, by nature,
it brings about an obligation on the a-giver to give an account of what it does.

4

JaCaMo Accountable Agents

The engineering of accountable JaCaMo MAOs involves several steps: (1) Each
process is mapped to an organizational role; (2) A scheme representing the overall process goal is defined – its successful execution amounts to the achievement
of such a goal; (3) For each activity to be performed in sequence, a subgoal is
added to the scheme by means of the corresponding operator; (4) For each structured block including a concurrent execution, the corresponding goals, grouped
by the parallel operator, are added to the scheme; (5) For each choice all the
schemes representing the possible courses of action should be defined. They will
be instantiated dynamically by the agents, depending on their internal choices.
By applying the steps to Incident Management we obtain the five roles: customer (c), key account manager (am), first level support (fls), second level support (sls), and developer (dev). For each incident to manage, we assume there
will be exactly one agent playing each role. The organizational goal is distributed
into a set of schemes. The top-level scheme involves c and am, and is instantiated
by the customer c when some need arises. In other terms, the scheme instantiation corresponds to the occurrence of a report-problem c event. When a problem
is reported, the account manager is expected to perform ask-description am (ask
for a description of the problem), and c is expected to send what requested
(send-description c ). Then, am should provide a solution: to this aim, it can take
two alternatives courses of action, both leading to the same join point of the
BPMN diagram. The first alternative amounts to the case in which am can handle the problem directly, and does not require the execution of any action before
the join point. The second alternative, instead, amounts to the case in which am
cannot handle the problem directly and brings to the instantiantion of a new
scheme. The agent will make a request (ask-support-fls am ) that fls will manage
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a1 : A(am, c, report-problem c , report-problem c · ask-description am )
a2 : A(am, c, report-problem c · ask-description am · send-description c ,
report-problem c · ask-description am · send-description c · explain-solution am )
...
r1 : R(am, ask-description am )

r2 : R(am, explain-solution am )

...

Fig. 2. Some accountabilities and responsibility assumptions for Incident Management.

either directly or by involving the next level of support – by instantiating a
further scheme.
Figure 2 reports an excerpt of an accountability specification Aincident for incident management. Accountabilities a1 and a2 concern am as a-giver. Accountability a1 states that am is accountable towards c for asking for a description
of the incident, after a problem is reported. This requirement means that c can
legitimately expect that, by reporting a problem to am, it will be asked for a description of the problem. The second accountability has a similar structure, and
states that once the description of the problem has been provided, am should,
in the end, explain the solution, no matter what happens in the meanwhile.
With the accountability specification Aincident as a basis, the designer can
identify a suitable responsibility distribution which fits it. An excerpt of an
acceptable one, concerning am, is also reported in Figure 2.
We, now, briefly explain the realization of the key account manager am agent
obtained by exploiting the pattern presented in the previous section. For each
pair in Ram
Aam , a g-plan must be defined, containing the proper well-doing
and wrong-doing e-plans. Let us consider, in particular, the fitting involving
r2
a2 . It is implemented by the following plans:
1
2
3
4
5

+! be_acc ountabl e ( Ag , ATaker , What )
: . my_name ( Ag ) & play ( ATaker , customer , in cident_g roup ) &
( satisfied (... , e xp l a i n _ s o l u t i o n ) = What |
done (... , explain_solution , Ag ) = What )
<: drop_fitting ( Ag , ATaker , What ) {

6
7
8
9
10
11

+ obligation ( Ag ,_ , What , _ )
: . my_name ( Ag ) & can_handle ( What ) &
goalState ( sch1 , ask_description ,_ ,_ , satisfied ) &
goalState ( sch1 , send_description ,_ ,_ , satisfied ) &
<- goalAchieved ( e x p l a i n _ s o l ut i o n ) .

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

+ obligation ( Ag ,_ , What , _ )[ artifact_id ( ArtId )]
: . my_name ( Ag ) & not can_handle ( What ) &
goalState ( sch1 , ask_description ,_ ,_ , satisfied ) &
goalState ( sch1 , send_description ,_ ,_ , satisfied )
<- createScheme ( sch2 , scheme2 , _ );
? goalState ( sch2 , provide_feedback_am ,_ ,_ , satisfied );
goalAchieved ( e x p la i n _ s ol u t i o n ) .

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

+ ob lUnfulf illed ( O )
: . my_name ( Ag ) & obligation ( Ag ,_ , What , _ ) = O & can_handle ( What ) &
goalState ( sch1 , ask_description ,_ ,_ , satisfied ) &
goalState ( sch1 , send_description ,_ ,_ , satisfied )
<- . send ( ATaker , tell , o p e r a t i o n _ f a i l e d _ e r r o r ).
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29
30
31
32
33
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+ ob lUnfulf illed ( O )
: . my_name ( Ag ) & obligation ( Ag ,_ , What , _ ) = O & not can_handle ( What ) &
goalState ( sch1 , ask_description ,_ ,_ , satisfied ) &
goalState ( sch1 , send_description ,_ ,_ , satisfied ) &
not goalState ( sch2 , provide_feedback_am ,_ ,_ , satisfied ) &
<- . send ( ATaker , tell , p l e a s e _ c a l l _ a g a i n ).

34
35
36
37
38

+ cancel - fls - request
: oblUnf ulfille d ( O ) & obligation (_ ,_ , What , _ ) = O
<- . send ( ATaker , tell , p l e a s e _ c a l l _ A g a i n );
. drop_all_intentions .

39
40

...

41
42

}

The outer g-plan is triggered when the agent proactively decides to adhere
to the fitting r2
a2 . Once triggered, the g-plan will remain active until the
agent does not drop the fitting (see Line 5). The plans in braces encode the
reactive behavior corresponding to the well-doing and wrong-doing e-plans. The
first two plans, in particular, realize the well-doing part of the pattern. The plans
are triggered as soon as an obligation to explain the solution to the customer’s
problem is issued (Line 7). The obligation’s object (What) is the satisfaction of
the organizational goal explain solution. Indeed, in JaCaMo, the achievement of
an organizational goal fulfills the corresponding obligation. Then, as requested
by the pattern, the contexts of both plans must include the conditions specified
in a2 . In JaCaMo we represent these conditions in terms of schemes that were
instantiated and in terms of organizational goals that were achieved. To respect
the fitting-adherence condition, both plans for well-doing, thus, need to include
some actions that amount to explain-solution am , corresponding to the achievement of the given organizational goal. This is trivially true in the example (see
Lines 11 and 19). The agent modifies the organizational environment thereby
constructing a sequence of facts that forms the account for the specific goal.
The presence of two plans triggered by the same obligation reflects the internal choice inside the business process, driven by some local condition. The first
plan is executed when am can handle the problem directly. The second plan,
instead, is executed when the agent decides to ask for support. In this case,
before providing a feedback to the customer the agent will create an instance
of the second social scheme (Line 17). The successful scheme completion will
provide it with a feedback from fls: am can legitimately expect such a feedback
by virtue of another accountability (not reported here), in which it is a-taker.
The feedback, in turn, will enable the agent to execute explain-solution am . The
third and fourth plans, instead, deal with the wrong-doing part of the pattern.
Should, for any reason, the obligation be unfulfilled, the agent, by virtue of its
accountabilities, must provide a motivation about the violation of the obligation
that binds it to the account-taker. The plan at Line 21, in particular, is triggered
when the obligation is unfulfilled because of a reason that is internal to the am
agent itself. In the fourth plan the obligation becomes unfulfilled because am is
still waiting for a feedback from sls. In both cases, a proper message encoding
the explanation for the failure is sent to the a-taker. The last plan, in turn exemplifies how am behaves as an a-taker when receives the account of a failure from
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another (a-giver) agent. Specifically, the plan handles a possible failure coming
from fls raised when it has not satisfied its obligation to provide a feedback.
Event cancel-fls-request corresponds to the message fls sends as an account
of such a failure, and am handles such a failure by asking the customer to call
another time and dropping its current intention(s).
Notably, considering the accountability specification as a requirement, the
actual implementation of the system results more robust. to be accountable, am
must be capable, on the one side, of capturing exceptions from other agents
(specifically, fls), and on the other side, of providing an account to its a-taker
(i.e., the customer).

5

Conclusions

The systematic application of the proposed pattern makes agents aware of the
process as characterization of the goal. Hence, accountabilities provide the programmer with a behavioral specification the agent has to satisfy. Our approach
is specular to [33], whose objective is to determine whether a group of agents
can be attributed the responsibility for a goal. Once the responsibility can be
attributed to the agents, their accountability is implicitly modeled in the plan
that has been inferred. Here, instead, we aim at developing agents that, by construction, satisfy the organization specification.
An interesting evolution of the present work goes in the direction of an agentoriented type checking. Having an explicit organization model, in terms of accountabilities and responsibilities, it would be possible to devise a type checking
system that verifies whether, at role enacting time, an agent possesses all the
necessary plans for role playing. Moreover, since agent-based approaches are typically declarative, future work will include the exploration of other alternatives
to BPMN process diagrams to depict the collaborative workflows. Declarative
approaches are also used in the information systems area, in particular for what
concerns business process representation. Indeed, OMG has recently released the
issue 1.1 of the document for the specification of Case Management Model and
Notation (CMMN) [24], which is an extension and refinement of the GSM declarative model [21]. Further investigations of these approaches will be the objective
of future research. In particular, CMMN exploits an event-condition-action language that bears similarities to the way in which agents are programmed when
using Jason. Still another orthogonal approach is the RALph graphical notation
[9], which focuses more on the assignment of human resources to BP activities
rather than on the strict definition of a workflow.
As an impact, the proposal moves MAOs closer to other paradigms where
exceptions are handled, like the actor model [20], for instance, where actors
that cannot handle an anomalous situation can report exceptions to their parent actors for management, and so forth further up. In an agent-based system
such a scheme is not directly applicable because agents are independent entities,
and show no parent-child relationship. Approaches for modeling exceptions in
a MAS setting have been proposed (see, e.g., [22, 30, 26]). However, no consen-
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sus has been reached on the use of such a concept in agent systems. The main
problems rise when trying to accomodate the usual exception handling semantics with the properties of MAS; namely autonomy, openness, heterogeneity, and
encapsulation. Accountabilities provide adequate support to fill this gap.
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